With the improvement of hardware capability of mobile devices, mobile devices are more and more widely used. Mobile screen video recording is one of the important applications. However, the generated video files will occupy plenty of memory resources, which are limited in mobile devices. Fortunately, a well designed video coding method could effectively relieve such pressure. Therefore, aimed at the mobile screen video, this paper proposes a down-sampling based rate control algorithm to improve the compression efficiency. Firstly, the source video is down sampled by a factor of 4. Then, the down sampled video is encoded twice and the coding information is stored. Finally, based on the stored coding information, the real encoding process is optimized at bit allocation and bit control. Experimental results show that compared with the default rate control method in high efficiency video coding test model, the proposed method could obviously improve rate distortion performance and bit control accuracy.
I. INTRODUCTION
Use of mobile devices, such as smart phones, has grown dramatically in the last few years and has penetrated the consumer space [1] , [2] . A significant reason is that on these devices, there are more and more applications, one of which is the screen video recording. Screen video recording becomes more popular with the development of hardware capability mobile games. However, the dilemma of mobile screen video recording is that even if after compression, the video file size is still large, but the memory resource of mobile is limited. Sometimes users have to delete favorite videos to free up memory space, degrading the user experience. Therefore, improving the compression efficiency of mobile screen video with better encoder could relieve the pressure of memory resource. Moreover, with the development of Internet of Things [3] - [5] and 5G techniques [6] , [7] , improving the compression performance of mobile videos could combine the mobile application with communication better [8] , [9] .
The focus of this paper is optimizing the mobile screen video quality with bitrate constraint. A candidate video compression format for use in such environments is the recently The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Qing Yang . standardized HEVC (High Efficiency Video Coding) [10] . HEVC is the latest video coding standard developed by JCT-VC (Joint Collaborative Team of Video Coding), and it can save about 50% bitrate at similar quality compared with H.264 [11] . After finalization of the HEVC base specification, JCT-VC continued to work on extensions. The screen content coding (SCC) extensions [12] improve compression capability for video containing a significant portion of rendered (moving or static) graphics, text, or animation rather than camera captured video scenes.
During the development of video coding standards, corresponding RC (rate control) algorithms are usually recommended for their test or verification or reference models, such as the TM5 [13] for MPEG-2, the VM8 [14] for MPEG-4, the TMN8 [15] for H.263. For the test model of HEVC, the λ (Lagrangian multiplier) domain rate control has been suggested [16] . RC plays an important role in the process of video coding. RC helps to adopt proper coding parameters, aiming at minimizing the distortion of compressed videos with bitrate constraint. It has been acknowledged that RC can be divided into two steps. The first step is bit allocation. Appropriate bits are allocated to each level in the hierarchical video coding structure, including group of picture (GOP) level, frame level and coding unit (CU) level. The second step is bit control. Appropriate coding parameters (such as coding mode, quantization parameter (QP), etc.) are adopted to achieve the target bitrate.
During the development of the HEVC, RC methods can be classified into three types: Q-domain methods, ρ-domain methods and λ-domain methods. In the early HEVC test model (HM6.0), the Q-domain RC method was suggested [17] . But there are two drawbacks to this method: one is that the Q-domain model cannot accurately achieve the bits for the header information, the other one is the well-known ''chicken and egg'' dilemma [18] between the QP determination and R-D (rate-distortion) optimization process.
ρ-domain method is firstly proposed in [19] , building the approximately linear relationship between R and ρ:
where θ is a model parameter related to video content, ρ denotes the percentage of zero transformed coefficients. Aimed at HEVC, a quadratic ρ-domain method was developed in [20] , achieving better compression efficiency than the Q-domain RC method. However, when transform-domain pictures change, the ρ-domain model are required to change synchronously [21] , which is a thorny problem to be addressed.
λ-domain method (λ-RC) was suggested in HEVC starting from HM10.0 [10] , [22] , the relationship between R and λ was built, i.e. R − λ model: λ = α · R β , where α and β are model parameters related to video content. Compared with the Q-domain model (i.e. R − Q model), the R − λ model could accurately achieve the bits for coding both the residue information and the header information, meanwhile theR − λ model could achieve continuous λ values. Therefore from HM10.0, the λ-domain method has been the recommended RC method in HM and lots of improved λ-RC algorithms were proposed [23]- [28] , making contributions in terms of bit allocation and bit control. Aiming at bit allocation strategy, in [23] and [24] , the CTU level optimal bit allocation problem was formulated and solved, the optimal CTU level bit allocation schemes were proposed. [27] considered the visual importance and allocated bits according to visual weighting map for every CTU, improving the perceptual quality. Aiming at bit control, [25] built a hyperbolic R − λ model based on gradient for intra frame, reducing the bit estimation error. [26] pre-encoded the video and captured the complexity distribution, based on the pre-encoding information the CTU level bit allocation was optimized and the R − λ model was adjusted at scene cut frames.
Above mentioned RC methods were designed for conventional camera captured video (CCV), as screen content video (SCV) has significantly different characteristics from camera captured video, as shown in Fig. 1 , the existing RC methods aimed at CCV may be not suitable for SCV. Therefore in the past few years, some RC methods aimed at SCV have been developed [29] - [33] . Reference [29] proposed a window based RC method for SCC, optimized frame level bit allocation by pre-processing and optimized bit control by adjusting λ values of CTU. Reference [32] proposed an improved R − Q model based on sum of absolute transformed difference (SATD), improved bit control accuracy. In order to satisfy the low delay coding requirement, [30] classified pictures into two types, set target buffer and controlled bits according to frame type. [30] could prevent buffer overflow and underflow well. Based on [30] , [31] classified pictures into three types and set corresponding target buffer, to improve the rate-distortion (R-D) performance. In our previous work [33] , we utilized the available buffer space to allocate more bits for complex frames, to reduce quality refinement, and proposed a linear R − MAD model to control bits, achieving better R-D performance and bit control accuracy than [31] .
However, the existing RC methods for SCV are designed for on-line applications, insufficient information of the whole video sequence could be obtained when encoding the current frame, thus the R-D performance can't achieve global optimal [34] . The target of this paper is encoding the mobile recorded screen video, which is an off-line application and the R-D performance is our focus. Although there have been some multi-pass encoding methods aimed at off-line applications [34] - [37] , the encoding complexity is twice or triple of the single-pass methods. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a down-sampling based rate control for mobile screen video coding, the R-D performance is improved 15% while the averagely encoding time increase is only 17%. Concretely, the main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• The correlations between down-sampling videos (various down-sampling factors) and the original video are analyzed, a proper down-sampling factor in terms of R-D characteristic and encoding complexity is chosen.
• A picture classification method is proposed, pictures are classified into complex and simple type, to enhance bit control.
• An exponential R − Q model having high correlation is proposed for complex pictures.
• Based on twice down-sampling encoding results and our R−Q model, an global optimal bit allocation scheme and a bit control scheme are proposed. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the proposed RC method in detail. Section 3 presents the experimental results. And conclusions are drawn in Section 4. VOLUME 7, 2019 
II. PROPOSED RC METHOD
In this section, firstly the correlation between down-sampling video and the original video is analyzed and the optimal bit allocation scheme is proposed, next the picture classification method is present, then the R − Q model is built and the bit control scheme is introduced, finally the whole proposed RC method is summarized.
A. BIT ALLOCATION
In this part, the correlations between down-sample videos (various down-sampling factors) and original video are analyzed firstly, then the optimal bit allocation scheme is proposed.
1) DOWN-SAMPLING CODING
In order to obtain sufficient information of the whole video to optimize bit allocation, the video needs to be pre-encoded. But as mentioned above, two-pass encoding costs double time of the real encoding process. Thus in this paper, the original video is down-sampled firstly, and the down-sampled video is pre-encoded to obtain the information of the whole video, so that the pre-encoding time could be reduced significantly.
As we know, the larger the down-sampling factor is, the smaller the resolution of down-sampled video is. Smaller video resolution means less encoding time, but meanwhile means more loss of information. In other words, if the original video is down sampled with a large factor, though the pre-encoding time could be reduced extremely, down-sampled video loses much information and the pre-encoding results can not represent the real R-D characteristic of the origin video.
To obtain a proper down-sampling factor, we conducted a simple experiment. Two screen content video sequences (ClearTypeSpreadsheet and WordEditing) were randomly selected to encode. Concretely, each video was down-sampled with the factor of 2, 4 and 8, abbreviated as D2 video, D4 video and D8 video respectively. The original video and down-sampled videos were encoded with a fixed QP, configured with encoder_randomaccess_main_scc.cfg, the bit consumption of every frame and the total encoding time were recorded.
The encoding time consumption was measured as
where, T s is the encoding time of the video down-sampled by the factor of s, T ori is the encoding time of the original video. The information loss of down-sampled video was defined as (2) where N is the frame number of the whole video, R s (i) is the bit cost of the i − th frame in the video down-sampled by the factor of s, R s all is the total bit cost of video down-sampled by the factor of s, R ori (i) is the bit cost of the i − th frame in the original video and R ori all is the total bit cost of the original video. IL measures the difference between the down-sampled video and the original video in terms of the proportion of frame bit consumption over total bits. The bigger the difference is, the more information loss. Fig. 2 shows the information loss and encoding time consumption comparisons for videos down-sampled by different factors (2, 4, 8) . We can see that D4 video has similar performance with D2 video in terms of information loss, meanwhile the encoding time of D4 video decreases several times compared with D2 video. Moreover, the encoding time of D8 video decreases nearly ten times compared with D2 video, but D8 video has over twice as much information loss as D2 video. Therefore, finally we choose the factor of 4 to conduct downsampling of videos, making a compromise of information loss and encoding time.
2) BIT ALLOCATION SCHEME
The bit allocation could be optimized based on the coding results of down-sampled video. Because the fixed-QP encoding is nearly optimal, and the information loss of D4 video is similar with D2 video, which is acceptable, thus the fixed-QP encoding result of D4 video is also nearly optimal. Therefore, in this paper, the bit cost of fixed-QP encoding of D4 video is used to allocate bits for every frame as
is the bit cost of the i − th frame in the D4 video, N is the frame number of the whole video and R seq left is the left bits of the real encoding video sequence. It should be noted that the pre-encoding process for D4 video is conducted twice, and the encoding QP values are 20 and 40 respectively. Thus R D in Eq. (3) is the averaged bit cost of twice pre-encoding results. The reason we use twice pre-encoding results is that in the bit control scheme (will be addressed in the following section), twice pre-encoding is needed, so the averaged result is used to make the bit allocation scheme more robust. The reason we use QP of 20 and 40 is that in the common test condition, the QP range is [22, 37] , thus the calculated R − Q model by twice pre-encoding results could be effective for common test condition. Fig. 3 shows the performance of the bit allocation scheme in Eq. (3). We can see that for different video sequences, the proposed bit allocation scheme could achieve nearly optimal, which verify the effectiveness of the proposed bit allocation scheme.
B. BIT CONTROL
In this part, a highly correlated R − Q model is proposed firstly, then a picture classification scheme is introduced, finally the bit control scheme is present.
As shown in Fig. 1 , for screen content videos, most of the bits are consumed by a few frames, called bit-consuming frames. Therefore, if the bits of these bit-consuming frames are well controlled, then the bits of the whole video are well controlled.
Thus we randomly selected several screen content video sequences to encode with fixed QP, configured with encoder_randomaccess_main_scc.cfg, a few bit-consuming frames were selected to investigated the relationship between the frame-level bit cost and the frame QP. Fig. 4 shows relationship between frame-level bit cost BPP (bit per picture) and frame QP for different pictures from different video sequences, where POC means picture order count. We can see that BPP and QP obeys good exponential relationship, and the Adj. R-Square (degree-of-freedom adjusted coefficient of determination) values are approximate to 1, which verify the good fitness of the exponential model.
Therefore, aimed at the bit-consuming frames, an exponential R − Q model is proposed as
where, a and b are model parameters, which are related to the video contents.
2) PICTURE CLASSIFICATION
As shown in Fig. 4 , different pictures have different model parameters (a, b). But in the real encoding process, model parameters of the current frame cannot be get before encoding the current frame. Thus, in conventional RC methods, model parameters of the current frame are predicted by previous encoded frames [13] , [14] , [22] . Since the hierarchical GOP structure was adopted from H.264 (as shown in Fig. 5) , adjacent pictures at different depths have obviously different R-D characteristics. Therefore, in conventional RC methods aimed at H.264 or HEVC, pictures at the same depth share one set of model parameters [22] , and the model parameters are updated with a smooth update strategy [16] . In other words, in conventional RC methods, pictures at the same depth are classified into the same type, having similar RC characteristics. However, the conventional picture classification method and smooth update strategy are based on the premise that adjacent pictures have continuous content, which is the feature of the conventional camera captured video. And for screen content video, the video contents are discontinuous, thus though two adjacent pictures are at the same depth, their R-D characteristics may be obviously different, as shown in Fig. 6 . We can see that though two adjacent pictures are both at depth 1, their model parameters (a, b) have great differences.
Therefore, similar with our previous work [33] , in this paper, pictures are classified according to the complexity. Based on the down-sampling results, the frame-level bit cost of encoded D4 video is used to measure picture complexity, and the picture classification scheme is as
where, R D (i) is the bit cost of the i − th frame in the encoded D4 video, R D all is the total bit cost of the whole encoded D4 video and β is the threshold.
From Eq. (5), if β is too small, most pictures will be classified into ''complex'', the correlation of the R−Q model applied to complex picture will very bad, causing the bit costs of complex pictures out of control. If β is too large, few pictures will be classified into ''complex'', maybe the correlation of the R − Q model applied to complex picture will be very good, but even if the bit costs of all the complex pictures are controlled well, the bit costs of the whole video may be not controlled well, because most bits are consumed by the simple frames.
Therefore, the value of β is important for the bit control of the whole video. And the selection of β value will be addressed in the next section II-B.3.
3) BIT CONTROL SCHEME
Based on the R − Q model in Eq. (4) and the picture classification scheme in Eq. (5), the bit control scheme is proposed. Actually, the focus of bit control is the determination of the parameters a and b in R − Q model.
As shown in Fig. 1 , the contents of screen content videos change dramatically. Thus adjacent pictures of the same type may still have different R-D characteristics, which means that the model parameters of previous encoded adjacent picture (updated with smooth strategy) cannot serve as the model parameters of the current picture.
In this paper, the model parameters of the current picture are predicted based on the encoding results of the down-sampled video (one down-sampled video is encode twice with the QP of 20 and 40, to obtain two model parameters). Concretely, the model parameters are predicted as
where,ã ori comp (i) is the predicted parameter a of the i − th complex picture in the original video, a D comp (i) is the actual parameter a of corresponding picture in the D4 video,b ori comp (i) is the predicted parameter b of the i − th complex picture in the original video and b D comp (i) is the actual parameter b of corresponding picture in the D4 video.
Obviously, the prediction accuracy of Eq. 6 is influenced by the picture classification result, which is decided by the value of β. In order to select a proper β, we randomly selected several screen content videos to encode with fixed QP, configured with encoder_randomaccess_main_scc.cfg. Then we changed β, calculated the corresponding predicted model parameterã and actual model parameter a of every complex picture, parameter prediction error is averaged as in Eq. (7) , where M is the total number of the complex pictures, a ori comp (i) is the actual parameter a of the i − th complex picture in the original video. Moreover, we calculated the Fig. 8 shows two example of the relationship between β and prediction error (Err), and bit cost proportion of complex pictures (BP). We cam see that along with the increase of β, generally, Err and BP both decrease, which verifies our above analysis. And our target is to select a proper β to achieve small Err and large BP, thus finally we set β to 0.018 in our experiment.
Moreover, after encoding one complex picture, its model parameters will be updated as
where, a new and b new are the updated parameters, a old and b old are the old parameters, BPP real is the real bit cost of the current frame, BPP calc means the predicted bit cost calculated by the R − Q model, δ a and δ b are constants, measuring the updating speed, set to 0.1 and 0.05 respectively in our experiment, and QP is the average QP of the current frame. It should be noted that above bit control scheme aims at controlling the bit cost of the complex frames, after adopting our R−Q model and picture classification scheme, the bit cost of complex frames could be controlled well and the complex frames consume most bits of the whole video sequence. For simple frames, we continue to use the default R − λ model in HM to control the bit cost.
C. SUMMARY
The proposed RC procedure could be summarized as in Fig. 7 . Firstly, the original video is down-sampled with the factor of 4, producing the D4 video. Next, the D4 video is encoded twice with the QP of 20 and 40 respectively, the encoding information (R D , QP D ) is restored. Then, based on the bit cost of D4 video R D , current frame is allocated bits according to Eq. (3). Then, if the current frame is the first frame, it is encoded twice with the QP of 20 and 40 and its model parameters (a and b) are obtained by Eq. (4) . Otherwise if the current frame is complex frame, its model parameters are obtained by Eq. (6), and the bit of the current frame is controlled by Eq. (4) . Otherwise if the current frame is simple frame, its bit is controlled by the default R−λ model. Finally, after encoding the current frame, model parameters are updated with Eq. (9).
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
In this section, firstly the experimental design is introduced, then several important indexes to measure RC method are compared including video quality, bit control accuracy and coding complexity.
A. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed RC method, we implemented it into the HEVC reference software (HM-16.10+SCM-8.0) [38] . The test platform is a PC with an twelve-core Intel Core i7 @3.20GHz CPU, 8GB RAM, and x64 Windows7. Our testing materials are the recommended SCC sequences of JCT-VC proposals [39] - [41] , to simplify the following introduction, every test sequence is defined an abbreviation, as shown in Tab. 1. As this paper targets the off-line application, the R-D performance is the most important consideration. And RA encoding mode could achieve superior R-D performance than intra-only and low-delay encoding modes, due to the RA mode's more effective inter picture prediction [42] . Therefore, all the testing sequences are encoded with RA mode, configured with encoder_randomaccess_main_scc.cfg. The main encoding parameters are listed in Tab. 2.
Our proposed method is compared with the recommended RC scheme [16] in HEVC. In [16] , there are three bit allocation strategies, i.e. equal bit allocation (EBA), fixex ratio bit allocation (FRBA) and adaptive ratio bit allocation (ARBA). ARBA is the improved method of FRBA, adding adaption by considering video encoding characteristics. Since the screen content video has discontinuous contents, in our experiment, EBA based RC method (EBA-RC) and ARBA based RC method (ARBA-RC) are compared with the proposed method.
According to the CTC proposal [40] , four QP values 22, 27, 32, 37 are set to the base QP of the constant-QP encoding method (CQP), the final bitrate cost of CQP is set to the target bitrate of other RC methods.
B. VIDEO QUALITY COMPARISON
The coding efficiency is measured by BD-rate and BD-PSNR [43] , which represent the average bit rate reduction, the anchor of three RC methods (EBA-RC, ARBA-RC and the proposed RC method) is the CQP method. Tab. 3 shows the R-D performance of three RC methods.
We can see that firstly compared with the CQP method, the proposed RC method has averagely 9.77% bit rate increase, which is much better than the EBA-RC (138.86%) and ARBA-RC (29.00%). Then, the proposed RC method could achieve better R-D performance than other two RC methods for all the testing sequences in different types. The significant R-D performance improvement of the proposed method mainly owes to the global optimal bit allocation scheme in section II-B.3. Finally, the proposed method could obtain more improvement against other two RC methods on the videos with the type of TGM and M, which is depicted in Fig. 9 . Because for TGM and M videos, the video contents are discontinuous, thus the proposed bit allocation scheme could obviously outperform the conventional hierarchical bit allocation scheme in ARBA-RC and the equal bit allocation scheme in EBA-RC. While for A videos (animation), the picture complexity distribution is similar to conventional camera captured videos, though the video contents are generated by computer, the video contents are continuous. Therefore the conventional hierarchical bit allocation scheme and the proposed bit allocation scheme could both achieve approximately optimal, having similar R-D performance. Fig. 10 shows the comparison of three RC methods in terms of PSNR distribution. We can see that for different video sequences, the proposed RC method could achieve the best consistent quality and the highest quality, which verifies the effectiveness of our proposed bit allocation scheme and the bit control method. Fig. 11 shows the comparison of three RC methods in terms of subjective quality. We can see that the proposed RC method could achieve the best quality, obviously better than other two RC methods, which owes to the proposed bit allocation scheme.
C. BIT CONTROL ACCURACY COMPARISON
The sequence-level bit control error is defined as where, R seq actual is the actual bit cost of the whole sequence, R seq tar is the target bits of the whole sequence. The frame-level bit control error is defined as
where, R i actual is the actual bit cost of the i − th frame, R i tar is the target bits of the i − th frame.
The sequence-level bit control accuracy comparisons are shown in Tab. 4 and the frame-level bit control accuracy comparisons are shown in Tab. 5. We can see that in terms of sequence-level bit control accuracy, the proposed method has averagely 0.95% bit control error, which is close to EBA-RC (0.63%) and has obvious improvement against ARBA-RC method (2.95%). In terms of frame-level bit control accuracy, the proposed method has averagely 0.21% bit control error, which is better than EBA-RC (0.35%) and ARBA-RC (0.67%). And the proposed method could achieve the best accurate bit control at frame level for all the sequences, verifying the effectiveness of the proposed bit control scheme. VOLUME 7, 2019 
D. ALGORITHM COMPLEXITY COMPARISON
The coding complexity of three RC methods is compared by using CQP as the anchor. And compared with CQP method, the encoding time increase T is defined as
where, T RC is the total encoding time of the RC method to be compared, T CQP is the total encoding time of CQP method. The complexity of three RC methods is compared in Tab. 6. We can see that all the three RC methods have encoding complexity increase compared with CQP method. Because firstly the QP determination process of RC method consumes time. Then, the bit allocation schemes of EBA-RC and ARBR-RC are not optimal, causing the low quality of key frames, which will result in quality refinement [44] , and quality refinement will increase encoding complexity. Finally, though the proposed RC method uses nearly optimal bit allocation scheme, the bit control is not absolutely accurate, thus quality refinement still exist. Moreover, in the proposed RC method, twice pre-encoding processes of down-sampled video are needed, which causing averagely 19.3% complexity increase. In summary, the quality refinement is most serious in EBA-RC, least serious in the proposed method, but the proposed method needs twice pre-encoding processes of down-sampled video. Therefore, EBA-RC has the highest complexity (89.5% increase), the proposed method has the secondary high complexity (46.9% increase) and ARBA-RC has the lowest complexity (33.6% increase).
Meanwhile, we can see from Tab. 6 that three RC methods have the least complexity increase for A type videos. Because as mentioned above, animation type video has continuous content, which is similar to conventional camera captured video. Thus the bit allocation scheme in three RC methods will cause much less quality refinement and much less complexity increment.
IV. CONCLUSION
Screen content videos have been widely used in mobile applications, such as mobile video recording. And screen content videos have significantly different characteristics from camera-captured videos. To reduce the storage space of screen content coding, in this paper, a down-sampling based rate control for mobile screen video coding is proposed. Firstly, the down-sampling size is determined by compromise between information loss and encoding complexity. Nextly, the original video is down-sampled and encoded twice, the encoding information is stored. Then, based on the encoding information of down-sampled video, the global optimal bit allocation scheme, an accuracy R − Q model, a picture classification scheme and a bit control scheme are proposed. Finally, experimental results verify the effectiveness of the proposed RC method in terms of video quality and bit control accuracy.
